August 4, 2019
Proposed Time Guideline - Drop off/Snack Time/Relationship building/Talking about their week (10-15 mins)
- Book Activity/Discussion (30 mins)
- Review time/Creative time (10 mins)
- Prayer time (5 mins)
This week we will be starting a new book by: Kay Arthur and Janna Arndt - “How to study your Bible for
Kids.” You will be provided by your Campus Children’s Minister a copy of this book. How can you be prepared
to lead with excellence? The best thing you can do as a Kid’s Club Leader is to read over and study the
lessons before you come on Sunday. Reading this guide each week will give you insight to what you will be
teaching the kids + reading over the pages of the book will help you be fully equipped and ready to lead the
kids in how to get the most out of studying God’s Word.
This is a 6 week study with 5 days of material in each week. We will some weeks do just one day and others
we will be doing more than a day worth of material if we feel like it is a light week. Activities that involve the
kids doing puzzles and writing in the book will be provided with printed materials for each kid or we will use a
blank piece of paper for them to answer questions that you will ask them. This guide will provide those answers
for you to lead them with confidence.
Supplies Needed: Bibles (Each kid), Workbook, Pen/Pencil, Colored Pencils, Index Cards, Dictionary, and
printed scrambled message per kid.
*Encourage kids to bring their Bible from home or talk with your Campus Children’s Minister about
kids that may need assistance in getting their own Bible.
-

Start with opening pages:

Now, we are ready to start into this Mystery as Bible Detectives on Page 9 of the workbook “Just the Facts Day 1”. We are going to look at three words to start this study; Observation, Interpretation, & Application. In the
book it will go over each word, and how we are applying it to studying our Bibles. Here is a brief overview of
the workbook pages:
“1. Observation asks the question, WHAT does this say?...observation is all about getting the
facts by asking the right questions. We call them the Who, What, When, Where, Why, and How
questions…the ‘5 W’s and an H’...
2. Next comes interpretation. Interpretation asks the question, WHAT does this mean? A good
detective first gets the facts and then figures out what they mean… Say ‘Interpretation- what does
this mean? Hmmmmm’...
3. The third step is application. Application asks, HOW does the meaning of this truth, these
facts, these commands and instructions in the Bible apply to me? What am I to believe? What am I
to do?... ‘Application- believing and doing what God says is right.’”

- On page 12 there is an activity to match these three words to their meanings that we just discussed, we will
alter the activity by creating index cards with the words and separate ones with the meanings so they can
match them. If you would like to make a few sets and let a couple groups figure it out to make it a competition
feel free to make that alteration.
- We will end the lesson with each kid getting a printed sheet with the scrambled scripture to figure out.
- Pray with them before dismissal.
*Thank you Leaders for doing a wonderful job helping kids grow in their relationship, knowledge, skills, and so
much more in our kid’s club environment.

